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    Abstract

        
            Previous containment analyses of the Mark I BWR have considered the ..gamma..-mode of containment failure as the dominant mode. The ..gamma..-mode is over-pressure failure of the drywell linear resulting in release of fission products and aerosols directly into the reactor building. The failure pressure for this event has been estimated at 132 psia. However, results from the SASA program analyses of the Mark I BWR have indicated that high temperatures in the drywell during ex-vessel core-concrete interactions may result in containment failure due to seal degradation prior to gross failure due to over-pressurization. It has become evident that a third mode of drywell failure must be considered under these specified accident conditions, in addition to the gross over-pressure failure and the leak-before-failure modes. This third mode of failure is local ablation of the steel drywell liner due to contact with the molten corium. In order to assess the drywell liner response to heat transfer from a pool of molten core debris during a core-concrete interaction, a calculational procedure consisting of both code calculations and hand calculations was developed. The general methodology was to calculate the melting attack on the steel liner by molten core debris that is simultaneously attacking themore » drywell concrete floor. 15 refs.« less
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                    Analyses of Mark I drywell shell melt-through

                    
                        Conference
                            Weingardt, J; Bergeron, K - Trans. Am. Nucl. Soc.; (United States)
                            

                    In the vent of a core meltdown accident and subsequent release of molten core debris (corium) onto the drywell floor of a boiling water reactor (BWR) and a Mark I containment design, the issues of corium spreading and thermal attack on the steel drywell shell become extremely important. Numerous studies of the question have been undertaken. In the draft version of the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission's risk reference document, NUREG-1150, the drywell shell melt-through issue was identified as being one of the most important contributors to the uncertainty of risk in the Peach Bottom plant. Consequently, a study was initiatedmore » to address the transient conduction aspects of the thermal attack on the steel shell. A series of parametric calculations has been performed with the TAC2D computer code to elucidate uncertainties about the survivability of the BWR Mark I containment boundary in the event of a severe accident resulting in corium spreading to the drywell shell. Since TAC2D is a two-dimensional thermal analysis code utilizing static geometry, it is not possible to model all of the complexities of the corium spreading process or the debris/concrete interactions that are likely to occur. The two-dimensional transient nature of the shell thermal response is modeled better, however, with TAC2D than is possible with existing debris/concrete interaction codes.« less

                        
                            
                            
                    

                    

                

            
        		
    
                                        
                                    
                                        	
            



                    Analyses of Mark I drywell shell melt-through

                    
                        Conference
                            Weingardt, J; Bergeron, K
                            

                    A series of parametric calculations of the thermal attack of molten corium on a steel shell have been performed with the TAC2D computer code in order to elucidate uncertainties about the survivability of the BWR Mark I containment boundary in the event of a core-melt accident. Since TAC2D is a two-dimensional, fixed geometry heat transfer code, it is not possible to capture some of the complexities of the debris-concrete interactions which would occur in this accident. However, the two-dimensional transient nature of the thermal attack is modeled better with TAC2D than is possible with existing debris-concrete interaction codes. The calculationsmore » consist of two base cases (one with overlying water and one without) and numerous sensitivity variations about each case. The study is not intended as an uncertainty assessment per se. Rather,it is intended that the results can be combined with assessments of the parameter ranges to assist in the estimation of overall uncertainty about the drywell shell melt-through issue. Sensitivities investigated include mixed versus layered debris, heat transfer parameters, initial corium temperature, chemical heating rate, heat transfer conditions in the gap outside the shell, and corium depth. All but two of the cases resulted in ablation and melt-through of the shell in times that ranged from 8.3 minutes to 75.8 minutes. The two cases that did not melt both involved the mixed debris assumption and enhanced boiling heat transfer to an overlying water pool. 13 refs., 14 figs., 3 tabs.« less

                        
                            
                            
                    

                    

                

            
        		
    
                                        
                                    
                                        	
            



                    Effects of lateral separation of oxidic and metallic core debris on the BWR MK I containment drywell floor

                    
                        Conference
                            Hyman, C; Weber, C; Hodge, S
                            

                    In evaluating core debris/concrete interactions for a BWR MK I containment design, it is common practice to assume that at reactor vessel breach, the core debris is homogeneous and of low viscosity, so that it flows through the pedestal doorway and spreads in a radially uniform fashion throughout the drywell floor. In a recent study performed by the NRC-sponsored Severe Accident Sequence Analysis (SASA) program at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, calculations indicate that at reactor vessel bottom head failure, the debris temperature is such that the debris metals (Zr, Fe, Ni, Cr) are completely molten while the oxides (UO/sub 2/more » ZrO/sub 2/, FeO) are completely frozen. Thus, the frozen oxides are expected to remain within the reactor pedestal while the molten metals radially separate from the frozen oxides, flow through the reactor pedestal doorway, and spread over the annular region of the drywell floor between the pedestal and the containment shell. This paper assesses the impact on calculated containment response and the production and release of fission product-laden aerosols for two different cases of debris distribution: uniform distribution and the laterally separated case of 95% oxides-5% metals inside the pedestal and 5% oxides-95% metals outside the pedestal. The computer codes used are CORCON-MOD2, MARCON 2.1B and VANESA.« less
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                    Effects of lateral separation of oxidic and metallic core debris on the BWR (Boiling Water Reactor) MK I containment drywell floor

                    
                        Technical Report
                            Hyman, C; Weber, C
                            

                    In evaluating core debris/concrete interactions for a BWR MK I containment design, it has been common practice to assume that at reactor vessel breach, the core debris is homogeneous and of low viscosity so that it is uniformly distributed radially on the drywell floor. In a recent study performed by the NRC-sponsored Severe Accident Sequence Analysis (SASA) program at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, calculations indicate that at reactor vessel bottom head failure, the debris temperature is such that the metallic components (Zr, Fe, Ni, Cr) are completely molten while the oxidic components (UO/sub 2/, ZrO/sub 2/, FeO) are completely frozen.more » Thus, the frozen oxides are expected to remain within the reactor pedestal while the molten metallic species radially separate from the frozen oxidic species, flow through the opening in the reactor pedestal, and spread over the annular region of the drywell floor between the pedestal and the containment shell. This report assesses the impact on calculated debris gas release and the production and release of fission product-laden aerosols for two different cases of debris distribution: uniform distribution, and the laterally separated case of 95% oxides-5% metals inside the pedestal and 5% oxides-95% metals outside the pedestal. The computer codes used in this assessment are CORCON-MOD 2, MARCON 2.1B and VANESA.« less

                        
                            
                            
                    

                    

                

            
        		
    
                                        
                                    
                                        	
            



                    An analysis of molten-corium-induced failure of drain pipes in BWR Mark 2 containments

                    
                        Conference
                            Taleyarkhan, R; Podowski, M
                            

                    This study has focused on mechanistic simulation and analysis of potential failure modes for inpedestal drywell drain pipes in the Limerick boiling water reactor (BWR) Mark 2 containment. Physical phenomena related to surface tension breakdown, heatup, melting, ablation, crust formation and failure, and core material relocation into drain pipes with simultaneous melting of pipe walls were modeled and analyzed. The results of analysis have been used to assess the possibility of drain pipe failure and the resultant loss of pressure-suppression capability. Estimates have been made for the timing and amount of molten corium released to the wetwell. The study hasmore » revealed that significantly different melt progression sequences can result depending upon the failure characteristics of the frozen metallic crust which forms over the drain cover during the initial stages of debris pour. Another important result is that it can take several days for the molten fuel to ablate the frozen metallic debris layer -- if the frozen layer has cooled below 1100 K before fuel attack. 10 refs., 3 figs., 4 tabs.« less
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